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DVB MONITOR A/C/T

Description:
The DVB Monitor is specially built for CATV networks and DVB-T broadcasters that want to provide their clients

quality  service  round  the  clock.  Kvarta’s  DVB  Monitor  is  a  powerful  and  professional  yet  affordable  solution  for
standalone DVB-T, DVB-H and DVB-C and Analog TV monitoring at the transmitter site or in the coverage area.
Through RF inputs, the unit sequentially monitors a set list of channels and continuously ensures that your DVB
network complies with both legislation and your expectations. With its Ethernet interface, the DVB Monitor can be
controlled remotely using the user-friendly embedded web site or an SNMP-Based network management system.
DVB Monitor offers innovative functions such as multi-channel monitoring, automatic scanning and remote control.
The DVB Monitor is able to decode and monitor the MPEG transport stream (PAT, PMT, NIT, SDT, CAT, TDT, and TOT).
You can set alarms for missing audio/video streams. The DVB Monitor can be connected to an SNMP server for
automated remote configuration and monitoring of multiple devices. Provided with a quick-start guide, the device is
easy to install and has a user-friendly embedded website. The DVB Monitor is future proof as it supports remote
firmware upgrades to add all the new functionality required.

Benefits:
Remote 24/7 monitoring – DVB-C , DVB-T/H and Analog TV Broadcasts
MER, BER, VBER, CBER, C/N, SNR, Level - measurement and alarms
MPEG Monitoring – PAT, PMT, SDT, NIT, TOT, TDT, CAT
Service alarms
Embedded web server for easy configuration and control
Easy to set up and configure. No software required. Just enter the web site of the device.
E-mail alarms for timely support
Logging alarm messages with accurate time
SNMP configuration and control for large broadcast networks
Future proof - firmware upgradeable
The best price on the market

Price: Available Options:
- Advanced MPEG Monitoring - 488.00€
- Alarm profiles - 488.00€
- Advanced Analog Monitoring - 488.00€
- SFN Monitoring - 563.00€
- DOCSIS Monitoring - 506.00€
- Service Bitrate Alarms - 396.00€

1,587.00€
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DVB MONITOR QAM

Description:
The DVB Monitor is specially built for CATV networks broadcasters that want to provide their clients quality

service round the clock. Kvarta’s DVB Monitor is a powerful and professional yet affordable solution for standalone
J.83 Annex B and Analog TV monitoring at the transmitter site or in the coverage area. Through RF inputs, the unit
sequentially monitors a set list of channels and continuously ensures that your DVB network complies with both
legislation and your expectations. With its Ethernet interface, the DVB Monitor can be controlled remotely using the
user-friendly  embedded  web  site  or  an  SNMP-Based  network  management  system.  DVB  Monitor  offers  innovative
functions such as multi-channel monitoring, automatic scanning and remote control. The DVB Monitor is able to
decode and monitor the MPEG transport stream (PAT, PMT, NIT, SDT, CAT, TDT, TOT, MGT, TVCT, CVCT and STT). You
can set  alarms for  missing  audio/video streams.  The DVB Monitor  can be connected to  an  SNMP server  for
automated remote configuration and monitoring of multiple devices. Provided with a quick-start guide, the device is
easy to install and has a user-friendly embedded website. The DVB Monitor is future proof as it supports remote
firmware upgrades to add all the new functionality required.

Benefits:
Remote 24/7 monitoring – J. 83 Annex B (Clear QAM) Broadcasts
MER, BER, CNR, SNR, Level - measurement and alarms
MPEG Monitoring – PAT, PMT, SDT, NIT, TOT, TDT, CAT, MGT, TVCT, CVCT, STT
Service alarms
Embedded web server for easy configuration and control
Easy to set up and configure. No software required. Just enter the web site of the device.
E-mail alarms for timely support
Logging alarm messages with accurate time
SNMP configuration and control for large broadcast networks
Future proof - firmware upgradeable
The best price on the market

Price: Available Options:
- DVB-C - 0.00€
- J.83 Annex B (QAM-B) - 0.00€
- Advanced MPEG Monitoring - 488.00€
- Alarm profiles - 488.00€
- Service Bitrate Alarms - 396.00€

1,587.00€
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Portable TV Meter (LCD)

Description:

Benefits:
Portable TV networks monitoring – DVB-C, DVB-T/T2, DVB-S/S2  and Analog TV Broadcasts
MER, BER, VBER, CBER, C/N, SNR, Level, Bitrates
MPEG Monitoring – PAT, PMT, SDT, NIT, TOT, TDT, CAT
IPTV networks monitoring: Bitrate, RTP errors, CC errors, Packet Delays
7" LCD touchscreen display, 800 x 480 resolution
Optical power meter
Checks internet speed
Future proof - firmware upgradeable

Price: Available Options:
- TR 101 290 - 488.00€1,148.00€
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Portable TV Meter (WIFI)

Description:

Benefits:
Portable TV networks monitoring – DVB-C, DVB-T/T2, DVB-S/S2  and Analog TV Broadcasts
MER, BER, VBER, CBER, C/N, SNR, Level, Bitrates
MPEG Monitoring – PAT, PMT, SDT, NIT, TOT, TDT, CAT
IPTV networks monitoring: Bitrate, RTP errors, CC errors, Packet Delays
Optical power meter
Checks internet speed
Future proof - firmware upgradeable

Price: Available Options:
- TR 101 290 - 488.00€856.00€
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DVB MONITOR T/T2

Description:
The DVB Monitor is specially built for DVB-T and DVB-T2 broadcasters that want to provide their clients quality

service round the clock. It also has options for CATV and satellite(S/S2) monitoring. Kvarta’s DVB Monitor is a
powerful and professional yet affordable solution for standalone DVB-T and DVB-T2 monitoring at the transmitter site
or in the coverage area. Through RF inputs, the unit sequentially monitors a set list of channels and continuously
ensures that your DVB network complies with both legislation and your expectations. With its Ethernet interface, the
DVB Monitor can be controlled remotely using the user-friendly embedded web site or an SNMP-Based network
management system. DVB Monitor offers innovative functions such as multi-channel monitoring, automatic scanning
and remote control. The DVB Monitor is able to decode and monitor the MPEG transport stream (PAT, PMT, NIT, SDT,
CAT, TDT, and TOT). You can set alarms for missing audio/video streams. The DVB Monitor can be connected to an
SNMP server for automated remote configuration and monitoring of multiple devices. The DVB Monitor is future proof
as it supports remote firmware upgrades to add all the new functionality required.

Benefits:
Remote 24/7 monitoring – DVB-T2 and DVB-T Broadcasts
MER, BER, VBER, CBER, C/N, SNR, Level - measurement and alarms
MPEG Monitoring – PAT, PMT, SDT, NIT, TOT, TDT, CAT
Service alarms
Embedded web server for easy configuration and control
Easy to set up and configure. No software required. Just enter the web site of the device.
E-mail alarms for timely support
Logging alarm messages with accurate time
SNMP configuration and control for large broadcast networks
Future proof - firmware upgradable
The best price on the market

Price: Available Options:
- Advanced MPEG Monitoring - 488.00€
- Alarm profiles - 488.00€
- SFN Monitoring - 563.00€
- Analog Monitoring - 454.00€
- DVB-S/S2 Monitoring - 914.00€
- DVB-C Monitoring - 454.00€
- J.83 Annex B (QAM-B) - 546.00€
- Service Bitrate Alarms - 396.00€

2,139.00€
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DVB MONITOR M1

Description:
DVB Monitor M1 integrates all current DVB standards allowing multiple carrier monitoring. Our DVB Monitor M1

is a powerful and professional yet affordable solution for standalone DVB-T/T2/S/S2/C and Analog TV monitoring at
the transmitter site or in the coverage area. Through RF inputs, the unit sequentially monitors a set list of channels
and continuously ensures that your DVB network complies with both legislation and your expectations. With its
Ethernet interface, the DVB Monitor can be controlled remotely using the user-friendly embedded web site or an
SNMP-Based  network  management  system.  DVB  Monitor  offers  innovative  functions  such  as  multi-channel
monitoring, automatic scanning and remote control. The DVB Monitor is able to decode and monitor the MPEG
transport stream (PAT, PMT, NIT, SDT, CAT, TDT, and TOT). TR101290 monitoring is also supported. You can set
alarms for missing audio/video streams. The DVB Monitor can be connected to an SNMP server for automated
remote  configuration  and  monitoring  of  multiple  devices.  Provided  with  a  quick-start  guide,  the  device  is  easy  to
install  and has a user-friendly embedded website.  The DVB Monitor is  future proof as it  supports remote firmware
upgrades to add all the new functionality required.

Benefits:
Remote 24/7 monitoring – DVB-T/T2/S/S2/C and Analog TV Broadcasts
MER,BER, VBER, CBER, C/N, SNR, Level - measurement and alarms
MPEG Monitoring – PAT, PMT, SDT, NIT, TOT, TDT, CAT and TR101290(optional)
Service alarms
Embedded web server for easy configuration and control
Easy to set up and configure. No software required. Just enter the web site of the device.
E-mail alarms for timely support
Logging alarm messages with accurate time
SNMP configuration and control for large broadcast networks
Future proof - firmware upgradable
The best price on the market

Price: Available Options:
- Advanced MPEG Monitoring - 488.00€
- Alarm profiles - 488.00€
- SFN Monitoring - 563.00€
- DOCSIS Monitoring - 506.00€
- Service Bitrate Alarms - 488.00€

2,926.00€
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DVB MONITOR M2

Description:

Benefits:
Remote 24/7 monitoring – DVB-T/T2/S/S2/C and Analog TV Broadcasts
MER,BER, VBER, CBER, C/N, SNR, Level - measurement and alarms
MPEG Monitoring – PAT, PMT, SDT, NIT, TOT, TDT, CAT and TR101290(optional)
Service alarms
Embedded web server for easy configuration and control
Easy to set up and configure. No software required. Just enter the web site of the device.
E-mail alarms for timely support
Logging alarm messages with accurate time
SNMP configuration and control for large broadcast networks
Future proof - firmware upgradable
The best price on the market

Price: Available Options:
- Advanced MPEG Monitoring - 488.00€
- Alarm profiles - 488.00€
- SFN Monitoring - 563.00€
- J.83 Annex B (QAM-B) - 546.00€

2,926.00€
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TV STREAM MONITOR

Description:
The TV Stream Monitor is specially built for securing dependable monitoring of TSoIP streams for broadcasters

that want to provide their clients with quality service round the clock. Kvarta’s TV Stream Monitor is a powerful and
professional  yet  affordable  solution for  standalone TSoIP  monitoring at  the transmitter  site  or  within  the coverage
area. Through Ethernet ports(one 1Gbit stream port and one for management), the unit sequentially monitors a set
list  of  streams  and  continuously  ensures  that  your  network  meets  both  the  legal  requirements  and  your
expectations. With its Ethernet interface, the TV Stream Monitor can be controlled remotely using the user-friendly
embedded  web  site  or  an  SNMP-Based  network  management  system.  The  TV  Stream  Monitor  offers  innovative
functions such as multi-stream monitoring (up to 250 streams per receiver), automatic scanning and remote control.
The TV Stream Monitor is able to decode and monitor the MPEG transport stream (PAT, PMT, NIT, SDT, CAT, TDT, and
TOT). You can set alarms for missing audio/video streams. The device is set to monitor for Bitrate, Delay, CC errors
and RTP errors at an exceptional Price/Quality ratio. The TV Stream Monitor can be connected to SNMP server for
automated remote configuration and monitoring of multiple devices. Provided with a quick-start guide, the device is
easy to install and has a user-friendly website. The TV Stream Monitor is future proof as it supports remote firmware
upgrades to add all the new functionality required.

Benefits:
Remote 24/7 monitoring – TSoIP Broadcasts
Delay, CC errors, RTP errors, Audio, Video and Service Bitrate - measurement and alarms
MPEG Monitoring – PAT, PMT, SDT, NIT, TOT, TDT, CAT
Service alarms
Embedded web server for easy configuration and control
Easy to set up and configure. No software required. Just enter the web site of the device.
E-mail alarms for timely support
Logging alarm messages with accurate time
SNMP configuration and control for large broadcast networks
Future proof - firmware upgradeable
The best price on the market

Price: Available Options:
- Advanced MPEG Monitoring - 488.00€2,139.00€
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DVB MONITOR S/S2

Description:
The DVB Monitor is specially built for DVB-S and DVB-S2 broadcasters that want to provide their clients quality

service round the clock. Kvarta’s DVB Monitor is a powerful and professional yet affordable solution for standalone
DVB-S2 and DVB-S monitoring at the transmitter site or in the coverage area. Through RF input, the unit sequentially
monitors a set list of channels and continuously ensures that your DVB network complies with both legislation and
your expectations. With its Ethernet interface, the DVB Monitor can be controlled remotely using the user-friendly
embedded web site or an SNMP-Based network management system. The DVB Monitor offers innovative functions
such as multi-channel monitoring, automatic scanning and remote control. The DVB Monitor is able to decode and
monitor the MPEG transport stream (PAT, PMT, NIT, SDT, CAT, TDT, and TOT). You can set alarms for missing
audio/video streams. The DVB Monitor can be connected to an SNMP server for automated remote configuration and
monitoring of multiple devices. Provided with a quick-start guide, the device is easy to install and has a user-friendly
embedded  website.  The  DVB  Monitor  is  future  proof  as  it  supports  remote  firmware  upgrades  to  add  all  the  new
functionality required.

Benefits:
Remote 24/7 monitoring – DVB-S2 and DVB-S broadcasts
MER,BER, VBER, CBER, C/N, SNR, Level - measurement and alarms
MPEG Monitoring – PAT, PMT, SDT, NIT, TOT, TDT, CAT
Service alarms
Embedded web server for easy configuration and control
Easy to set up and configure. No software required. Just enter the web site of the device.
E-mail alarms for timely support
Logging alarm messages with accurate time
SNMP configuration and control for large broadcast networks
Future proof - firmware upgradable
The best price on the market

Price: Available Options:
- Advanced MPEG Monitoring - 488.00€
- Alarm profiles - 488.00€
- DVB-C Monitoring - 454.00€
- DVB-T/T2 Monitoring - 914.00€
- J.83 Annex B (QAM-B) - 546.00€
- Service Bitrate Alarms - 396.00€

2,139.00€
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RF POWER MONITOR

Description:
The  RF  Power  Monitor  can  control  up  to  8  external  RF  measuring  probes.  It  messures  reflected  and  forward

power and calculates VSWR. The instrument has a user friendly web site management as well as SNMP support to
allow network management. The RF power monitoring device can be configured for VSWR and Power limits to give
alarms as SNMP traps or sending e-mail alarms. All alarms are logged and time stamped to the on board micro SD
card. The RF Power Meter allows you to control your RF network installation from transmitters to the antenna.

Benefits:
Remote 24/7 monitoring of your broadcasting equipment
Forward Power and Reflected Power
VSWR
Remote site monitoring
Configurable alarms
Embedded Web server with SNMP Enabled with traps
E-mails
Log file
Best price on the market

Price: Available Options:
- 1 RF Port - 0.00€
- 2 RF Ports - 1,436.00€
- 3 RF Ports - 2,872.00€
- 4 RF Ports - 4,309.00€
- 8 Opto Relays 60V/1A DC - 258.00€

1,436.00€
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DAB MONITOR V2

Description:
The DAB Monitor is specially built for radio broadcasters that want to provide their clients quality service round

the  clock.  Kvarta’s  DAB  Monitor  is  a  powerful  and  professional  yet  affordable  solution  for  standalone
DAB/DAB+/FM/RDS/HD Radio monitoring at the transmitter site or in the coverage area. Through RF antenna input,
the unit sequentially monitors a set list of channels and continuously ensures that your DAB/DAB+/FM/RDS/HD Radio
network complies with both legislation and your expectations. With its Ethernet interface, the DAB Monitor can be
controlled remotely using the user-friendly embedded web site or an SNMP-Based network management system.
DAB Monitor offers innovative functions such as multi-channel monitoring, automatic scanning and remote control.
The DAB Monitor is able to monitor the entire DAB / DAB+ ensamble. You can set alarms for missing components in
the  streams.  The  DAB  Monitor  can  be  connected  to  an  SNMP  server  for  automated  remote  configuration  and
monitoring of multiple devices. Provided with a quick-start guide, the device is easy to install and has a user-friendly
website. The DAB Monitor is future proof as it  supports remote firmware upgrades to add all  the new functionality
required.

Benefits:
Remote 24/7 monitoring – DAB/DAB+/FM/RDS/HD Radio Broadcasts
C/N, SNR, Level - measurement and alarms
Service alarms
Embedded web server for easy configuration and control
Easy to set up and configure. No software required. Just enter the web site of the device.
E-mail alarms for timely support
Logging alarm messages with accurate time
SNMP configuration and control for large broadcast networks
Future proof - firmware upgradable
The best price on the market

Price: Available Options:
- Alarm profiles - 488.00€
- FM/RDS Monitoring - 891.00€

2,139.00€
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FM MONITOR V2

Description:
Kvarta is widely considered as a reliable producer of radio and TV equipment. The FM Monitor is specially built

for radio broadcasters that want to provide their clients quality service round the clock. Kvarta’s FM Monitor is a
powerful and professional yet affordable solution for standalone FM / RDS monitoring at the transmitter site or in the
coverage area. Through RF antenna input, the unit sequentially monitors a set list of channels and continuously
ensures that your FM / RDS radio network complies with both legislation and your expectations. With its Ethernet
interface, the FM Monitor can be controlled remotely using the user-friendly embedded web site or an SNMP-Based
network management system. FM Monitor offers innovative functions such as multi-channel  monitoring,  automatic
scanning and remote control. Optional AM monitoring is also available.

Benefits:
Remote 24/7 monitoring – FM/RDS/HD Radio Broadcasts
C/N, SNR, Level - measurement and alarms
Service alarms
Embedded web server for easy configuration and control
Easy to set up and configure. No software required. Just enter the web site of the device.
E-mail alarms for timely support
Logging alarm messages with accurate time
SNMP configuration and control for large broadcast networks
Future proof - firmware upgradeable
The best price on the market

Price: Available Options:
- Alarm profiles - 488.00€
- AM Monitoring - 1,466.00€

996.00€
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OR40 - Optical Receiver Node

Description:

Benefits:

Price:

78.00€
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RDS ENCODER V4 COMPACT

Description:
Besides all the dynamic PS and RT text display features that you can get from RDS300 and the RT+ and SNMP

capabilities of RDS500, this top class RDS Encoder supplies all the other ODA applications and UECP commands,
supports  and  enables  configuration  and  monitoring  of  the  RDS  encoder  from  multiple  points.  The  result  is
measurably better performance than other types of construction. All our encoders construct their data digitally at a
sample  rate  of  912  kHz.  This  prevents  any  possibility  of  spurious  signals  affecting  audio  quality.  Unlike  some
competing units, modulation of the data onto your composite signal is also in the digital domain for purity and
freedom from interference. The RDS Encoder V3 is compatible with services that relay data to emergency providers,
TMC and ODA.

Benefits:
Supports all groups and features of the RDS/RBDS standards
Fully UECP compliant
RT+ support
All ODA application support
Embedded Webserver & SNMP
Embedded Scheduler
Scrolling PS/RT
No trimmers or potentiometer - Digital level and phase adjustment
Remote monitoring
4 TCP/UDP ports for UECP/ASCII commands

Price: Available Options:
- 1U 19inch panel for rack mounting - 30.00€745.00€
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RDS ENCODER V4

Description:
Besides all the dynamic PS and RT text display features that you can get from RDS300 and the RT+ and SNMP

capabilities of RDS500, this top class RDS Encoder supplies all the other ODA applications and UECP commands,
supports  and  enables  configuration  and  monitoring  of  the  RDS  encoder  from  multiple  points.  The  result  is
measurably better performance than other types of construction. All our encoders construct their data digitally at a
sample  rate  of  912  kHz.  This  prevents  any  possibility  of  spurious  signals  affecting  audio  quality.  Unlike  some
competing units, modulation of the data onto your composite signal is also in the digital domain for purity and
freedom from interference. The RDS Encoder V4 is compatible with services that relay data to emergency providers,
TMC and ODA.

Benefits:
Supports all groups and features of the RDS/RBDS standards
Fully UECP compliant
RT+ support
All ODA application support
Embedded Webserver & SNMP
Embedded Scheduler
Scrolling PS/RT
No trimmers or potentiometer - Digital level and phase adjustment
Remote monitoring
4 TCP/UDP ports for UECP/ASCII commands

Price:

856.00€
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